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László Tôkés' Situation Still Precarious 
 
 "I call upon the bishop to stop his church-crippling policies and 
renounce his office." With these words, Hungarian Reformed minister 
László Tôkés concluded his letter to Nagyvárad (Oradea) Bishop László 
Papp, sent on June 21, 1989. 
 The 37-year-old Tôkés, who has long incurred the wrath of 
Rumanian authorities because of his political and religious activities, 
enumerated in his letter the harm that Bishop Papp has caused for the 
Hungarian Reformed Church in Rumania: drastic cuts in religious 
literature, the acute shortage of ministers as a direct result of 
restrictive seminary admissions policies, but above all the illegal 
practices carried out by the church hierarchy with the approval of 
Rumanian authorities. 
 Tôkés denounces the church hierarchy as Stalinists who have lost 
contact with the rest of the ministry and with the faithful. Church 
officials, he said, make use of tactics reminiscent of the 1950s, such 
as police terror and the personality cult. Papp has never balked at 
using police measures against members of the church, the letter 
continues, and indeed has collaborated with the police. 
 Tôkés is well-known for his active part in the human rights 
crusade of Transylvanian Hungarians. Recently, Hungarian television 
broadcast an interview with Tôkés, who openly criticized Rumania's 
terroristic regime. He is currently under the close surveillance of 
Rumanian authorities, but is not under arrest. His telephone works 
mostly when threatening phone calls come in. Despite this, he keeps up 
his ministerial work, though the church hierarchy as well as 
authorities in Bucharest are doing their utmost to relocate him to 
Menyô (Mineu), an isolated village in Szilágy (Salaj) County. 
 In the past few days, taped messages from Tôkés' have been 
smuggled out of Rumania. In these, he reports that his summons to 
police headquarters in Temesvár (Timisoara) on July 31 (HPT Release No. 
62/1989) did not have any particular consequences. 




